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Innovate UK: driving productivity and
economic growth

Deliver
measurable
economic and
societal impact
across the UK.

Support and
invest in
innovative
businesses and
entrepreneurs
with the
potential and
ambition to grow.

Maximise the
commercial
impact of worldclass knowledge
developed in UK
industries and
its research
base.

Identify, support
and grow
transforming and
emerging
industries
through
innovation.

Build a coherent,
supportive
environment
incentivising R&D
investment and
enabling people
and businesses
to innovate.

Read the delivery plan at innovateuk.ukri.org

Supporting innovations in Autonomous, Connected,
Electric and Shared (ACES) technologies
Low/Zero Emission
Vehicles
Since 2007 Innovate UK and
OLEV have supported mid TRL:
325 projects
490 organisations
£345m grant value
APC have supported high TRL:
49 projects
176 organisations
£410m grant value

Vehicle Charging
Investment in UK’s capability in
vehicle charging:
£30m Vehicle to Grid
competition
£40m Street and Wireless
competitions

Connected &
Autonomous Vehicles
Funding to position the UK at
the forefront of CAV research,
development testing and use

CCAV £100m R&D funding
£28m ISCF self driving vehicles
£20m funding pre-dating CCAV
CCAV £100m testing
infrastructure funding

£255m of support to projects that started in 2018
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Low/Zero Emission
vehicles: electrification
- Hyperbat Limited is a Williams
Advanced Engineering and
Unipart Manufacturing Group
joint venture to create the UK's
largest independent vehicle
battery manufacturer
- Launched in September 2018,
creating around 90 new, highvalue, high-tech jobs.
- First customer: Aston Martin
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Vehicle Charging:
Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
- V2G technologies are helping to
decarbonise UK’s transport and energy
systems by connecting millions of Electric
Vehicles (EVs) and coordinating their
charging and discharging
- Largest V2G demonstrator programme in
the world, with more than 2500 V2Genabled EVs trialled on a commercial
basis across 8 projects
- Visit the Innovate UK V2G stand in Hall 1
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Connected &
Autonomous Vehicles
- UK Autodrive was an ambitious
and highly successful three-year
project that trialled the use of
connected and self-driving vehicles
on the streets of Milton Keynes
and Coventry
- HumanDrive is a 30-month
project that will in late 2019 see an
autonomous vehicle performing a
200+ mile journey across the UK
through live traffic and natural
conditions
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Innovation loans
A pilot programme of competitions to the end of
2020 aiming to ensure that businesses can access
funding at all stages of innovation

Up to £50 million
available

Competitions
for UK SMEs wanting
to scale up

Can be used for latestage
R&D projects

Delivered by
Innovate UK
Loans Ltd.

Future Leaders
Fellowships
Raise the profile of your
business
•

Funding (typically up to
£1.2m over 4 years)

•

Any size of business, in
any sector, in any region

•

Round 4 (~100 fellowships)
opened 2 September
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Industrial Strategy is driving UK productivity
Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund: Grand Challenges

AI and data
economy

Ageing
society

Clean
growth

Future of
mobility

Putting the UK at
the forefront of the
artificial intelligence
and data revolution

Harnessing the power of
innovation to help meet
the needs of an ageing
society

Maximising the
advantages for UK
industry from the global
shift to clean growth

Becoming a world
leader in shaping the
future of mobility
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Driving the Electric Revolution:
Enhancing UK strengths to lead the world
• Leverage world leading product development into
volume manufacture
• Focus on supply chain innovation in the
electrification of Transport and Energy

• Materials to Manufacturing to drive innovation
beyond our international competitors
• Expand world leading facilities – prototyping and
Scale-Up
• Build Training and increase Skills in supply chain

Meet the team at the Government Pavilion in Hall 3
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The Future of mobility
1884 to…2019…to what next?

When Henry Ford made cheap, reliable cars people
said, 'Nah, what's wrong with a horse?' That was a
huge bet he made, and it worked.
(Elon Musk)
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